
 

 

What's a balloon twisting workshop? 
Great question!  A balloon twisting workshop is where you learn how to make balloon animals. 
 
 

All balloons are pre-inflated. 
You don't need to blow anything up and you don't need to tie off any balloons.  Simply twist the 
balloons provided.  Also, each participant will receive a Mr. Balloon 5" Mini Frisbee as a souvenir... 
 
And, it's so much fun with all the different colors.  Kids especially enjoy this fun workshop.  Imagine 
the look on all the children's faces when they are surrounded by hundreds of colorfully inflated 
modeling balloons! 
 

Each child works with 10 inflated balloons. 
And they leave with all the designs they create! 
 
This workshop is great for children 5 years-old and up.  The first half hour the simple designs are 
taught and the second half hour, kids twist up their own creations including a c-r-a-z-y hat!  For the 
last 30 minutes, Mr Balloon will make some of his most amazing designs to be drawn. 
 
With 15 years of experience of balloon twisting, Mr. Balloon also understands children and more 
importantly know how to relate to them. 
 
Mr Balloon's squeaky clean, age-appropriate humor and amazing balloon skills help keep audiences 
of all ages focused on his presentation.  Tons of audience participation gets as many volunteers 
involved as possible and he will have ALL of the kids involved in the balloon twisting workshop. 
 
The balloon workshop is one of Northern NB favorite family experiences. The truth is adults have as 
much fun as the kids! 
 

Who hasn't wanted to try balloon twisting, even once? 
 
I'm asked all the time how I twist different designs.  And, while the workshop is meant for easy 
twisting designs we can always learn a more challenging balloon design, too. 
 

The Balloon Workshop is perfect for: 
    Company family day 
    Family gatherings 
    Libraries 
    Corporate fun days 
    School "field days" 



    School summer vacation events 
    Summer camps 
    Church groups 
    Girls & Boys Scout events 
    Youth retreats 
    and more! 
 
Book the Balloon Workshop for your next event and all you have to do is provide the food.  A full 90 
minutes of fun, music, interaction and laughter that gets people mixing, talking and laughing.   
 
Your guests will leave happy...very happy. 
The balloon experience is colorful, interactive, extremely photogenic and very, very memorable. 
 
Try this fun and amazingly cool workshop for up to 20 kids at $250.00 + HST and $10.00 per child for 
21 to 50 maximum. (Travel fee may be applicable if outside of the Grand Falls area).  It's affordable, 
empowering and engaging.  Your guests will enjoy learning a new skill and they'll have lots of 
balloons to take home with them... as long as they can get them all into the car! 
 

BOOK TODAY! 


